Transfer stations are places where household or commercial waste is transferred from garbage collection or personal vehicles to larger vehicles (5x the capacity of collection vehicles) for transport to the sanitary landfill. Landfills although cheap are not easy to build; no one wants to live or work too close to one with the industrial traffic, smell and eyesore that they cause.
Consequently, landfills are located on the periphery of towns, on undeveloped or undesirable lands. For landfills that are located far from the source of the waste it makes more financial sense to transfer the load of the collection vehicles to a transfer vehicle for the trip to the landfill.
Basically, the farther the landfill from the source of the waste, the more likely that there is a transfer station as part of the waste infrastructure.
Garbage on t he Wharf
Greg Russell 83 In contemporary societies much energy and complexity is expended to render our waste invisible. Very few people really know where their garbage or sewage actually is treated/landfilled; hence the moniker 'out-ofsight, out-of-mind' industry. Trash engineers have done too good a job.
"By the 1970s, most Americans knew less about basic city services than they ever had, since in many cities the engineers had done such a good job controlling floods, delivering water, and^removing waste that citizens^"^^V could take these services for granted. "i Not'beinq confronted with or Uv-*^T "!^^°"?'?'?f . mg m proximity to our waste renders most people oblivious to the conse-,,-,, ,, , quences of their wastefulness. However, for those who live near a waste , ,
,.,, , To eliminate the stigma of waste treatment and removal that is pervasive in contemporary society, the central elements of this process should be visible and prominently located in the city. This project proposes siting a solid waste transfer station in combination with a public park in the center of the city of Boston. The association of another program, in this case a park, forces the waste infrastructure to be made public. I treated the design of the transfer station/public park as an opportunity to showcase the workings of the waste industry while still providing the amenities of a park. Through the infusing of the "positive" elements of park design, the stigma associated with waste can be overcome. The overlap of processes of the transfer station with activities in the park will encourage dialogue about our habits of wasting and the vital role that waste infrastructure plays in a city, as vital as urban parks. By defining occupiable places within the infrastructure, the waste process is no longer limited by given boundaries but becomes an urban and architectural form generator. water channel 84 The approach toward the urban design of the site was that for the park and the transfer station to coexist, the distinct programs and experiences of the two dissimilar uses needed to overlap as much as possible. I designated three overall areas of overlap (the 'water channel', 'market' and 'open field') between the intended public's use of the park and the elements of the waste infrastructure. The transfer station itself occupies and orders all three areas of the park. The design of the transfer station incorporates standard equipment used at a conventional transfer station but the equipment is modified in form and use in order to by experienced by the public. Although the design of the structure is linked to and emerges from the processes and path by which the garbage moves, the attitude towards the design was that every decision should reflect bringing the waste into the public realm, making the Invisible visible.
rket
Greg Russell
Creating a scenic space for sitting by the waterside, this area of the park also provides access to and a waiting place for the water taxis. The vegetation sustained in the tidal ponds filters the water as it flows back to th e ha rbor.
Through the juxtaposition of goods brought in for sale at the market with those items recovered on-site for reuse, the park demonstrates the multiple lifespans of products and materials.
The open green lawn around the station offers space for activities coexisting with the movement and removal of garbage.
Sections
From the tipping floor, the trash travels through a bag breaking apparatus and is sprayed with a fragrance and washing solution to combat the usual smell. The conveyor belt slopes up over the open field to a trommel screen. The glass clad conveyor belt area allows park visitors to view the process from the market or grassy areas, in the trommel screen the trash travels through successive rotating drums and is sorted according to size. Trash that is extracted by the trommel
The shame and fear of waste have made its facihties invisible, inaccessible, uncontrollable, and unsafe.
Instead of distancing ourselves from waste, design can bring people closer to waste operations and help foster creative solutions to problems intrinsic to waste disposal, issues common to all people.
Mira Engler, Waste landscapes emerges from the machine onto conveyor belts leading to other machines located above the market for final sorting for recyclables. Trash that is too big to fall through the trommel's holes travels to the hammermjil which reduces the size of the remaining garbage. From here it moves along another conveyor belt falling into the transfer barge. Once filled, this barge is pulled out to a harbor island and its contents dumped in the landfill.
